INTRODUCTION
The term 'Heart disease' includes various diseases that affect heart. Heart disease is the major cause of casualties in the different countries including India. An effective analysis tool to discover hidden relationships and trends in data is necessary. These tools not only reduce dimensionality but also improve diagnostic ability of the system. Feature selection and feature extraction are the two major approaches to reduce dimensions. Feature selection generates a subset of original features by ranking features by weight or distance measures and then employing iterative search technique. [17] . Feature extraction is based on generation of a completely new feature space through qualitative mapping. This keeps fewer features to represent information in the data [5] . Feature extraction techniques are based on correlation between features whereas feature selection techniques are based on classification ability. Transformation of given data using feature extraction and diagnosis based on neural network is investigated in this paper.
Related Work
Feature extraction techniques are used more popularly for disease diagnosis and classification. Hasmarina and Nooritawati and Mykola et al [5;8] used it for heart disease diagnosis and stated as a promising approach. [1] , [2] , [6] , [10] , [12] Performed feature extraction for about 14 features of the heart disease data to develop intelligent decision support system for heart disease diagnosis.
METHODOLOGY
Features may be analyzed using parametric or non parametric methods. Parametric methods make assumptions that the variables under analysis have normal distribution [9] . Nonparametric methods are referred to as distribution-free methods. We apply parametric methods to medical data under test to obtain resultant subset that represents unique parameters of original features. A further reduced subset of the resultant feature set is subjected to neural network based classifier. Classifier performance averaged over 6 unique test sets is compared in this paper.
Data set description
Data is obtained from UCI centre for machine learning and intelligent systems [23] . This directory contains 4 databases concerning heart disease diagnosis.
All attributes are numeric-valued. The data was collected from four locations Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, V.A. Medical Centre and University Hospital, Switzerland giving four datasets. Each database has identical features. Clinical symptoms of heart disease represented by 10 variables are used for analysis. The data set description is given in table 1.
All 4 datasets are combined together to give total 920 samples, with 411 healthy and 509 unhealthy samples. Removal of vectors with missing values reduces dataset to total 686 samples with 352 samples of healthy patients and remaining 334 samples of unhealthy (suffering with heart disease) patients. Removal of rows with missing values may not qualify data as complete or perfect as two features have zero value for few samples. 'Resting BP' has zero value in one sample and Cholesterol level has zero value in 33 cases. 
Dimensionality Reduction Techniques
Factor analysis (FA) and principal component analysis (PCA) are feature extraction based data reduction methods.
Correlation between variables in a data set is analyzed and the variables are reduced to a smaller number. FA method gives factors whereas PCA gives components. Both methods give a set of 'loadings' and a set of 'scores' [26] . Loadings are correlations between original variables and extracted factors/components. Scores are values each data item gets on the extracted factors/components after data reduction [26] .
Eigen values and eigenvectors of the matrix variables with high correlation are clustered together on components or factors. The eigenvectors (loadings) are sorted according to decreasing eigen values, giving components in the order of significance. Most significant components selected using rules given in section 2.2.1.1, give reduced feature set. PCA analyzes all variance present in the data set, while FA analyzes only common variances that are uncontaminated by error variability. Thus FA is less sensitive to noise in the data [17] .
Principal Component Analysis
PCA is a model for the covariance structure expanded in sorted set of components with decreasing variance [16] . The intrinsic variability of data is captured by linear extraction of features from the original feature set. [6] [22].
Principal components based on correlations are determined using mean centered data calculated by (1) .
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 Elbow test: Elbow rule hints to plot the eigen values graphically and look for the elbow i.e. for the point after which the remaining eigen values decrease in linear fashion and retain only those above the elbow [8] . Scree test is a graphical device for deciding on the number of components to retain [4] . Pareto function based scree plot of variability of each principal component is given in figure 4 .
Kaiser rule based subset (ref. [18] . PCA extracts all the factors underlying a set of variables whereas FA analyzes only the shared variance i.e. common factor. The factor analysis model for k common factors (with k < p) is given by (2) . In a factor analysis model, the measured variables depend on few dormant factors. Each of the factors affects several variables in common, hence they are known as common factors (referred to as 'Factors 3' in this paper). Each variable can be represented by a linear combination of the common factors. The coefficients of this linear equation are known as loadings. Each measured variable includes a component due to independent random variability, known as specific variance because it is specific to one variable. Factor analysis models the correlation structure in terms of k factors including measurement errors. Unlike PCA the factors are not sorted by any criterion.
The 'loadings' of all 10 attribute on three common factors is calculated. The biplot shows the common factors together with the projections of the axes of the original variables. Table 3 shows MLE of the rotated factor loadings matrix. 
Neural network model as classifier
The classifiers used here are multilayer neural networks with linear and sigmoid outputs transfer functions. For all the classifiers we used randomly selected 412 samples (60%) for training and 136 (20%) each for validation and testing. Numerical optimization technique finds a weight vector w that minimizes given energy function. Starting with random generated weights , Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used for back porpogation learning of neural networks. Network weigthts are updated as given (3)
For very small value of λ k the equation approaches Newtons algorithm as given in (4) . For increased value of λ k the second term inside square bracket becomes dominant and updated equation can be written as (5) which is steepest descent gradient method. LM algorithm represents transition between steepese descent and Newton's method of optimization [11] , [21] , [24] and [25] . (6) We are using three types of neural classifiers PURELIN, TANSIG, CAS2. PURELIN and TANSIG are feedforward neural networks with linear and sigmoid output layer transfer functions respectively. Linear function allows the network outputs to take on any value from 0 to 1. Sigmoid transfer function limits outputs of network to a small range. Sigmoid functions are characterized by the fact that their slopes approach zero as the input gets large. The gradient can have a very small magnitude and, therefore, cause small changes in the weights and biases, even though the weights and biases are far from their optimal values. Thus time and number of epoch for training is more as compared to linear transfer function based networks.
CAS2 are cascade-forward network with multiple layers. First layer has weights coming from the input. Each subsequent layer has weights coming from the input and all previous layers. All layers have biases. The last layer is the network output with linear transfer function.
Performance Measures
In classification problems, the purpose of the network is to assign each case to one of the classes. In two-state representation, a single node corresponds to the class, and a value of 0 is interpreted as one state, and a value of 1 as the other state. During training and evaluation, neural networks take samples as input and generate output. While assessing the classification ability of the network, most important indicator is the classification summary spreadsheet i.e. confusion matrix as shown in Table 5 . It shows correct and incorrect classification [3] . Table 6 lists performance measures and individual calculation formula [18] - [20] .
Fig 8. Classifier Performance with PCA5 technique
Accuracy is the most popularly used standard for comparison of performance. The sensitivity criterion of a diagnostic test is the proportion of patients for whom the outcome is positive that are correctly identified by the test. The specificity is the 80.00
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proportion of patients for whom the outcome is negative that are correctly identified by the test. These parameters are plotted for classifiers in figure 8.
Fig 9. Classifier output VS number of samples
False Positive Rate and True Positive Rate show relative trade-off between true positive and false positive values. As shown in figure 9 , when plotted with varying threshold they exhibit receiver operating characteristic curve [13] , [15] . The value for the area under the ROC curve (AUC) can be interpreted as follows: an area of 0.80 means that a randomly selected individual from the positive group has a correct test value 80% of the time [14] . The area is 0.5 and the ROC curve coincides with the diagonal when there is no difference between positive and negative distributions. When there is a perfect separation of the values of the two groups, the area under the ROC curve equals 1. ROC curves value when equals 1 they reach upper left corner of the graph and are classified as excellent.
Fig 10. ROC curve [PCA 5, TANSIG (3 PE), AUC 93%]
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is widely recognized as the measure of a diagnostic test's discriminatory power [7] . It is important as well as nontrivial to achieve high value sensitivity and specificity both. Incorrect positive diagnosis of disease may subject a patient to stress, unnecessary tests or medication. Whereas incorrect negative diagnosis deprives the patient of much needed medical attention and may put his life at risk. The cost of misclassification is a significant area of research and is out of scope of the investigations in this paper.
High sensitivity indicates power of positive predictions. Negative predictions are indicated by specificity parameter (ref table 6 ). Figure 10 exhibits ROC for PCA5 subset using neural network with TANSIG transfer function.
AUC for this curve is 93%, which is indicative of improved positive as well of negative diagnosis. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Technology plays a crucial role in decision support system for medical diagnosis. Due to advances in the field of medical instrumentation, a large number of measured attributes are available for diagnosis. PCA and FA feature extraction techniques are implemented on heart disease database to find non correlated features. Performance of neural network classifier with and without dimensionality reduction techniques is investigated in this paper.
We have used LM optimization for neural network classifier training. Hessian-based algorithms allow the network to learn more subtle features of a complicated mapping. When the current solution is far from the correct one, the algorithm behaves like a steepest descent method which is slow, but guaranteed to converge. When the current solution is close to the correct solution, it becomes a Gauss-Newton method. This improves classifier performance.
Along with typical measurement indices, interpretation of AUC is discussed. Techniques used for dimensionality Discrimination power of components may be explored further by using wrapper approach. Component selection not just by variability but also by classification performance is expected to improve diagnostic performance with reduced dimensions. Finally, developing a wrapper approach could be possible direction for future research. 
